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0 of 0 review helpful Whales of the World By KPDR87 Whales of the World Bonner 1993 is a decent attempt at a 
guide to the world s cetaceans He gives a good albeit somewhat outdated overview of cetacean anatomy as he did 
spend several years dissecting whale carcasses at a whaling station in the 1950s but his accounts of the various species 
particularly dolphins and porpoises appeared rushed With that said it s m With their haunting ocean songs and gushing 
spouts whales great or small inspire awe Though their impressive size and might protect them from most natural 
dangers intensive hunting by humans has put them right at the top of the conservation agenda This wonderfully 
illustrated guide covers classification of all the whale families blue whales the world s largest mammals magnificent 
humpbacks sperm whales and right whales as well as dolphins and other ceta About the Author Nigel Bonner has 
studied and worked with marine mammals for more than 30 years in and around Antarctica on first hand research For 
some 14 years he was head of the Life Sciences Division of the British Antarctic Survey He continues to travel 
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